


THOUGHT OF THE DAY 

GOOD MORNING







Word of  the Day

HULLABALOO

A lot of loud noise, for example made by people shouting

Synonyms : Commotion , Fuss , Turmoil , Disturbance

Antonyms : Silence , Peace , Serenity

Sentence: There was a hullabaloo over his controversial 

statements. 



READ , REVISE , 
REPEAT

5

ALL QUESTIONS IN 

ONE TEST



In the sentence given below, an idiom/phrasal verb has 

been highlighted in bold. Given below it are five 

options, out of which you need to find the one which 

has the same meaning as the idiom/phrasal verb used in 

the sentence and can successfully replace the 

idiom/phrasal verb without changing the meaning of the 

sentence.



Put them out

Put them on

Put them off

Put them about

Q1. The sudden visit by some guests created a lot of 

disturbance at home as it was exam time for all the children 

and thus put them in.

No correction Required

Put off (in this context) –

to prevent someone from 

concentrating.



Bottled in

Bottled up

Bottled down

Bottled at

Q2. Even after coming to know who was responsible for the 

mishap in the office, the team leader bottled out his feelings 

and chose not to react furiously at that moment.

No correction required

Bottle up – to not express 

your feelings.

Bottle out – lack courage.



Bring them about

Bring them in

Bring them along

Bring them at

Q3. It took Shreya a lot of time and efforts to make her 

parents understand the idea and bring them around to the 

same point of view.

No correction required

Bring around – persuade 

or convince someone / get 

someone talking about 

something.



Buy into

Buy for

Buy out

Buy in

Q4. The agent tried too much to explain in detail and 

convince me about his policy but I was least interested to 

buy onto his explanation.

No Correction required

Buy into – to accept an 

idea.

Buy out – buy 

somebody’s share in a 

company.



Calls out

Calls over

Calls off

Calls for

Q5. A situation as complicated as this, calls in an immediate 

discussion and find a solution to resolve it.

No Correction required

Call for – require.

Calls off – cancel.



Read each sentence to find out whether there is any 

error in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the 

sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. 

If there is no error, mark "No Error" as your answer. 

(Ignore the errors of punctuation).



Q6. There has been a K-shaped recovery around the 

world and India is also not an exception.

Answer : ‘Across’ instead of

‘Around’



Q7. The depletion of savings during Covid was more in the 

low-income households, while the same was much less in 

higher income households .

Answer : ‘Lesser’ in place of 

‘Less”



Q8. The economic headwinds are having quiet a detrimental 

impact on merchandise exports that are labour intensive.

Answer : ‘Quite’ instead of 

‘Quiet’ 



Q9. Small packs of grocery or other FMCG items, 

ranging from soaps and coffee, are typically pushed in 

rural markets.

Answer : ‘to’ in place of 

‘And’ 



Q10. India's apparel market grew to 15% in fiscal 2023, 

according to data released by the Clothing Manufacturers 

Association of India.

Answer : ‘By’ in place of ‘To’

U1



Directions: In the following sentence, five words are 

given in bold, out of which one word is misspelled. 

Find the misspelled word.



Brokers

Expereinced

Significant

Cities

Q11. Property brokers (1) claim that housing prices and rental 

yields have expereinced (2) a significant (3) rise across seven 

major cities (4) in India over the past five years. Error (5). 

No Error



Out of

Affordabillity

Pinch

Interest

Q12. This is in contrast to housing prices going out of (1)

affordabillity (2) range for many lower and middle-income 

groups, while they also feel the pinch (3) from high loan 

interest (4) rates. No Error (5).

No Error



Scammers

Mushroomed

Widespread

Technology

Q13. Chinese scammers have suddenly mushromed after the 

pandemic, which led to a widespread use of various kinds of 

apps and other digital technology, especially for money 

transfer. No Error (5).

No Error



Commonst

Borrower

Morphed

Contacts

Q14. The commonst is to threaten the borrower with making the 

borrower's morphed nude picture public or sending them to his 

contacts. No Error (5).

No Error



Billioniare

Predicting

Deter

Trouble

Q15. Canadian mining billioniare Robert Friedland said this week, 

predicting that Chile’s new framework will deter investment. “It 

runs away at the first sign of trouble . No Error (5).

No Error



Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the 

options.



Q16. Boric is looking for a bigger share of the mining windfall to 

help fund schools, hospitals, roads and bridges, and address 

inequalities in the wake of social protests that ____________in 2019.

A. Smoke

B. Violent

C. Restrain

D. Erupted

E. None of these

Answer : Option D



Q17. Fabry disease is a part of rare ________ classified under 

group 3 (a) in the National Policy for Rare Diseases 2021.

Answer : Option A

A. Diseases

B. Illness

C. Pandemic

D. Vaccines

E. None of these



Q18. _________ institutional support, these patients, predominantly 

belonging to weaker sections of society, had little chances of survival.

Answer : Option C

A. With

B. Besides

C. Without

D. Rearding

E. None of these



Q19. 'Mann Ki Baat' radio broadcast hosted by Prime Minister Modi,

was first __________ on October 3, 2014, and is broadcast on the last 

Sunday of every month at 11 am on the entire All India Radio (AIR) 

and Doordarshan (DD) network.

Answer : Option D

A. Arrived

B. Launched

C. Established

D. Aired

E. None of these



Q20. A group of US tech workers, who are campaigning against the 

H-1B visas, said it has spoken _________ such a fraud for the past 

several years.

Answer : Option B

A. Far

B. About

C. In

D. With

E. None of these



In the following passage there are blanks, each of 

which has been numbered. These numbers are printed 

below the passage and against each five words are 

suggested, one of which fits the blank appropriately. 

Find out the appropriate word in each case.



Q21-25. 

National integration means __21___ all the people of the 

nation into a single whole. It is a __22___ that bends 

together all people in one __23___ bond no matter what 

their religion, caste, language or history

may be. It is a __24___ cementing force whereby all 

kinds of people live __25___ peacefully and can identify 

themselves as a part and parcel of a nation.



A. Segregating

B. Combining

C. Residing 

D. Complying

E. None of these

Q21. National integration means __21___ all the 

people of the nation into a single whole. 

Answer : Option B



A. Sentiment

B. Resources

C. Essentials 

D. Finance

E. None of these

Q22. It is a __22___ that bends together all people in 

one __23___ bond no matter what their religion, caste, 

language or history may be. 

Answer : Option A



A. Real 

B. Common

C. Nominal

D. Similar

E. None of these

Q23. It is a __22___ that bends together all people in 

one __23___ bond no matter what their religion, caste, 

language or history may be. 

Answer : Option B



A. Weakening

B. Natural

C. Strong 

D. Settled

E. None of these

Q24. It is a __24___ cementing force whereby all kinds 

of people live __25___ peacefully and can identify 

themselves as a part and parcel of a nation.

Answer : Option C



Q25. It is a __24___ cementing force whereby all kinds 

of people live __25___ peacefully and can identify 

themselves as a part and parcel of a nation.

Answer : Option D

A. Separately

B. Jointly

C. Happily  

D. Together

E. None of these



Q26-30. In each question, four alternatives are given for 

the Idiom/ Phrase given in bold in the sentence. Choose 

the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the 

Idiom/ Phrase.



to flee or run from the police

to do something bad and not 

get punished for it.

One who aids or accompanies 

someone in crimes or nefarious

None of these

Q26. The lawyer helped John beat the rap after being caught by 

the police.

trying very hard to prove 

something



talking someone reliable and 

trustworthy about the concerns

to avoid dealing with a problem

falling into a confusing 

situation

do not wait to deal with a 

specific problem

Q27. I realize that the house needs to be painted but we are going 

to move in a few years so I am kicking the can down the road. 

experience financial hardship



unable to cause effective action

to keep itself out of trouble in any difficult situation

a panicky condition

to have passion or furore underneath a calm expression

Q28. Though he rarely speaks in class, still waters run deep.

away from the familiar environment



A victory that is not worth achieving

an irresistible victory

defeat from all directions

to win, succeed, or be victorious at the last moment

Q29. The forecasters are predicting of making a clean sweep for 

the ruling party in the approaching election. 

to succeed or defeat someone in something by only a very narrow



QUESTION OF THE DAY 

Choose the SIMILAR of the word 

‘SCORNED’

1. Regard

2. Delegated

3. Revoked

4. Despised

5. None of these




